
Examples at two ends of the spectrum



Agent Application



Iteratively developed
 Agents provided core features of application

 Development team made of:

 IT developers

 Agents to provide app feedback

 Agent supervisors to guide on overall functionality

 First iteration of application given to agents in 3 weeks

 New iteration every two weeks

 Agents tested features and provided feedback

 Feedback rolled into next iteration



Anywhere/Anytime Computing

 Agents can use 
anywhere

 Even works when not 
in cell phone coverage

 Easy, secure 
installation to field via 
16 GB micro SD card

 Secure, direct access 
to permits, arrests, 
and telechecks



The challenges
 4 different carriers for 195 phones

 Phones would also allow tethering

 Had to work when phone is not in cell range

 Had to work with a slow processor and access
• SD micro 16GB class 4 (4Mb/sec)

• Phone cpu (528MHz) (a few 1GHz)

 The max database file size is 2 GB for SQL CE 2.0
 The required database > 6GB

 Had to handle up to 250,000 record changes per day
 2 records / sec = 7200 / hour

 250,000 records = 35 hours!!



Solution to access
 Phone senses coverage and requests changed records

 Phone writes quickly without indexing

 Phone then indexes into 70 small SQL Db when it has 
time

 8 records/sec = 28,800 / hr

 250,000 records = 8.5 hours



Comprehensive



Secure
 The SD card is encrypted 

so it is useless if removed 
from the phone. 

 The phone access is 
password protected. 

 The phone can be 
remotely wiped of all 
information if lost or 
stolen.

 Communication to 
permit, arrest, and 
telecheck is secured to 
specific phone 
application.



Immediate results
 Case 1 (during pilot)

 Angler didn’t have a seasonal fishing tag
 Angler said he didn’t know you had to buy one each year
 Phone told agent the angler had bought the seasonal tag each year 

the past 3 years.
 Angler confessed that he knowingly didn’t buy the tag

 Case 2 (within 5 days of final deployment)
 Hunter had blood in bed of truck
 Said it was from a deer his friend had shot and checked earlier in 

season
 Phone told agent that his friend had bought the permit at 10am and 

checked the deer a little after noon.
 Agent provided this information and the hunter confessed that the 

friend did not shoot the deer.



Agent application
 Requires dedicated programming team

 Heavy use of phone resources

 Changes must be redeployed to each smart phone



Public map tool
 Geolocates person on map

 Uses existing ESRI maps

 Runs on:

 Android

 iPhone

 Blackberry

 Prototype built in a weekend



PhoneGap



HTML 5 and JavaScript

Mobile OS

Features 
exposed 

via JS calls 
in 

PhoneGap

HTML 5 / JavaScript

Local SQL

Geolocate

WebKit

UI and UX



Public map tool
 Anyone with HTML and JavaScript and some 

programming skills can develop

 Changes in application can be done without touching 
mobile phones

 Not a heavy use of phone resources

 ‘backend’ of the application can be viewed on any 
standard browser.



Q&A


